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1 The Software

LAMS-TEX (version 2.01) is now public domain.
The MS-DOS version is available by anonymous ftp at
math.berkeley.edu
in /pub/lamstex.
A UNIX version, a compressed tar file, is available by
anonymous ftp at
june.cs.washington.edu
in ˜ftp/tex.
You might also try
The TEX Users Group (TUG)
P. O. Box 9506
Providence, RI 02940-9506
Phone 401/751-7760
FAX: 401/751-1071
Internet: tug@math.AMS.com
I do not know of any MAC source at the present time.

2 The Documentation

The LAMS-TEXManual, ‘LAMS-TEX, The Synthesis’,
approximately 300 pages, wire-bound, is $30.00, including postage (book rate, surface mail). For first
class mail in the United States add $1.50. For air mail
to Europe, Canada and Mexico, add $7.50. For air mail
elsewhere add $9.50.
‘The LAMS-TEX Wizard’s Manual’, presumably of very
limited interest, is printed on demand. It explains the

code of LAMS-TEX in thorough, complete, and nauseating detail.
It is 600 pages, printed by laser printer, on (both sides of) 3-hole punched paper (or regular paper, if you
prefer). The cost is $40.00, including postage (again
book rate). For first class mail in the United States add
$2.50. For air mail to Europe, Canada and Mexico, add
$15.00. For air mail elsewhere add $20.00.
This is actually only Volume I, and covers the material
in Part I of ‘LAMS-TEX, The Synthesis’. Volume II will
not appear for quite a while, if at all. It should be noted
that the material in Volume I covers virtually anything
needed by style file designers, because commutative
diagrams and tables already allow customization, as
explained in ‘LAMS-TEX, The Synthesis’.

‘The LAMS-TEX Style File Designer’s Manual’ is still
being written. It is essentially a considerable condensation of the ‘Wizard’s Manual’, covering only the parts
that are of importance to style file designers, although
with some elaboration on those parts. It will probably
be about 200 pages, wire-bound, and probably be sold
for some bargain price.
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